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Triple height hall with Alphabet of Light Circular

21WOL is hotel, residence, bistro, coworking, event space.

Not only a place to sleep, but a place of sharing, of

experiential meeting, where you can feel at home even

outside the house. 

An accessible reference point for the neighborhood and the

city, a co�ee shop, a co-study and a garden open to

everyone. 

The triple height hall is the heart of the project, the hinge

between the old and the new building, the space

overlooked by all the community activities, the meeting

place open to the garden. 
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Sharp SMD - Carlotta de Bevilacqua

Alphabet of Light Circular - BIG
Alphabet of Light Circular - BIG

The design of the light follows the declination of the

environments generating an atmosphere of sharing and

emphasizing the architecture of the spaces. In public areas

professional systems such as A.24 are combined with

design elements such as the classic Castore and Dioscuri,

in the most representative point of the project, Alphabet of

Light contributes to make the triple height even more

scenic.

Even in the private spaces of the rooms, lighting integrated

with the architecture is combined with elements such as La

Petite table and �oor lamps that allow to shape the light in

the space with simplicity and elegance following the needs

of the guests.

A.24 Di�used - Carlotta de Bevilacqua
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A.24 System + Vector Magnetic - Carlotta de Bevilacqua

A.24 System + Vector Magnetic - Carlotta de 

Bevilacqua

Castore - Michele De Lucchi, Everything 80 - Ernesto Gismondi


